FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Tec-Masters, Inc. Named Top Simulation & Training Company – 5th Consecutive Year

Huntsville, Alabama: October 22, 2014 – Military Training Technology (www.mt2-kmi.com) proudly recognized the 2014 top performers in the Simulation & Training industry; companies making a significant impact across the spectrum of technologies and services. Those named deliver products and services that allow U.S. Airmen, Marines, Sailors, Soldiers and Coast Guardsmen to train and rehearse for missions in theater, or to prepare for deployment at home station. This is the 5th consecutive year Tec-Masters, Inc. (TMI) has received the honor of being named a Top Simulation & Training Company. TMI has demonstrated expertise in Engineering; Constructive Simulation; Research and Development; Simulators; Software; Training Ranges; and Training Services.

TMI personnel developed key Simulation and Training products for the Fires Center of Excellence Fires Battle Lab, PEO STRI, and the Missile Defense Agency. TMI performs a wide breadth of training and simulation activities in all simulation domains. TMI designs and fabricates components used in integrating live vehicles and players into the live simulation domain. TMI also integrates live command and control devices with Human In The Loop (HITL) simulations and constructive simulations for both training and experimentation. TMI software engineers and subject matter experts are keys to a successful Fires Battle Lab simulation based experimentation program.

“There is no greater satisfaction than to hear the troops exclaim how realistic the training is in the virtual facilities we support, and how they wished they had known about this before going to war,” said Bill Millspaugh, Director Simulation Technology, Lawton, Oklahoma. “Trainees come here because their leaders know that we provide them with a world class simulation. We put the captain trainees in a decision making environment. The soldiers fight scenarios inside the Mission Simulation Center, and each one turns out differently based on the decisions they make. Live fire is extremely expensive. We are saving the taxpayer incredible sums of money by providing a high quality, virtual environment for training.”

TMI has successfully worked in the Defense Industry for over 25 years. Headquartered in Huntsville, Alabama, TMI provides innovative technical solutions for Defense, Federal and Commercial customers worldwide, specializing in: Mission Support; System Integration; Maintenance; Training; Creative Multimedia; Logistics; Information Technology; Software Development; and Customized Engineering & Manufacturing.

For more information, visit www.tecmasters.com
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